DATE: October 14, 2021

TO: All Bidders

FROM: Angela R. Young
Executive Director of Contracting

RE: Invitation for Bid No. 127-22, Musical & Orchestral Instruments and Accessories

Please see Addendum No. 1 for the above-referenced solicitation.
ADDENDUM NO. 1
IFB NO. 127-22
MUSICAL & ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS AND ACCESSORIES

A. The following changes have been made to the above-referenced solicitation:
   Delete: 127-22 FCS Music Equipment Bid Schedule
   Add: 127-22 FCS Music Equipment Bid Schedule Revised 10/14/21

B. The following questions were received and Fulton County Schools’ (FCS) response for the above-referenced solicitation:

1. Do you want a price for a siderail set, an accessory, for item 567 the signature choral risers?  
   Yes

2. Do you want a price for the optional baskets, an accessory, for the polycarbonate flex conductor’s stand (item 568)?  
   Yes

3. Item 570 is described as the single podium. Do you mean our upper podium with rail, lower podium or folding podium?  
   Please provide pricing for lower podium (570a) and folding podium (570b).

4. Do you want the black frame finish for items 576, 577, 578, 579 and 580?  
   Yes

5. Do you want the black frame finish for items 583 and 584?  
   Yes

6. Are you describing a single unit of the legacy acoustical tapered shell in oyster for item 589?  
   Yes

7. Do you want the black frame for item 590?  
   Yes

8. The questions below refer to item 591:  
   a. Do you want to add a single unit of the music library to an existing unit (no end cover needed)? Yes
   b. Do you want a new single unit that starts in a corner (less than 4 units needs to start in a corner) required end cover? Yes
   c. Do you want the standard or oversized shelf depth? Standard shelf depth
   d. Do you want the 6 shelf or 7 shelf units (ceiling height for 6 shelf is a 7’ ceiling and the 7-shelf? 7 shelf units

9. Do you want the folio with or without a door for Items 592 and 593?  
   Please provide pricing for both options (with and without a door).
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10. There are many questions for item 594 as each StageTEK seated riser set depends on many variables

   a. How many tiers do you want (2, 3, or 4 or with an extension) **Three (3) tiers**

   b. Do you want only rectangular sections or a combination of rectangular and pie sections? **Combination of rectangular and pie sections.**

   c. Do you want hard closure panels on the front and sides? **Yes**

   d. Do you want guardrails on the back and sides? **Yes**

   e. Do you want storage carts? **Yes**

   f. Do you want retention clips? **Yes**

   g. Do you want the most common surface of black ice? **Yes**

   h. Do you want the typical depth for orchestra of 4’? **Yes**

   i. Do you know the capacity needed for the risers? **Seating capacity is 60, not using the floor.**

11. We have many adjustable shelf cabinets for item 615. Which styles are you requesting? Do you want additional shelves for flexibility? Would you like them with full doors or no doors (CAN NOT BE ADDED after purchase)?

   **Due to the wide variety of options, we will not consider bids for Item 615.**

12. Please provide clarification on the type of delivery.

   **Shipping and tailgate delivery charges should be included within the price.**

13. You request an excel spreadsheet for the final bid, do you have a template or format for us to follow?

   **The original excel spreadsheet is attached to our pdf solicitation and can be found on the following website:** [https://www.fultonschools.org/contracting](https://www.fultonschools.org/contracting). **The revised excel spreadsheet is attached to this addendum.**

C. All other terms and conditions remain the same.